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Slope illusion 11 (Skewed staicase of the Shigaraki Ceramic Cultural Park, Shiga, Japan)

Slope illusion 10 (Skewed staicase of Shomaru railway station, Saitama, Japan)

Slope illusion 9 (Illusory slope in Minamitane-town, Tanegashima-island, Kagoshima, Japan)

Slope illusion 8 (Illusory slope in Nakatane-town, Tanegashima-island, Kagoshima, Japan)

Slope illusion 7 (Danjo-zaka and Okyo-zaka in Amakusa-Shimojima, Kumamoto, Japan)

Slope illusion 6 (Slope-ascending river in Miyama, Nantan, Kyoto, Japan)

Slope illusion 5 (Ghost slope in Okagaki, Onga-county, Fukuoka, Japan)

Slope illusion 4 (Slope-ascending water in Tanushimaru, Kurume, Fukuoka, Japan)

Slope illusion 3 (moving-back slope in Hashikami, Aomori, Japan)

Slope illusion 2 (Mysterious slope in Towa, Iwate, Japan)

Slope illusion 1 (Mystery zone in Yashima, Takamatsu, Kagawa, Japan, etc.)



Spirit level

(Not enough! )



Theodolite

( Better if... )



Corato (Italy)

1st experiment    - One road  



1st experiment    - One road  - Influence of the horizon

Perceived as uphill (M= +0.67)

Perceived as level (M= +0.08)

24 subjects



Perceived as downhill  (M = -0.59)



Magnetic Hill   - Moncton

2nd experiment    - Two roads    
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Nearer stretch always 1.5% uphill

Is perceived downhill
when farther stretch
is  strongly uphill

Also:  if nearer stretch is  strongly downhill ( -3%  -6%)  
then farther stretch  (actually slight. downhill -1.5%) is perceived uphill



3rd experiment  - Three  roads

60 subjects

Middle stretch : 5 possible slopes  (-3% -1.5%   0  +1.5%   +3%)

1st and 3rd stretches: parallel to each other, 5 slopes

25 combinations



When 1st and 3rd stretches are  strongly downhill ( -3% )
and the center stretch slightly downhill (-1.5%)   
then center  stretch  is perceived uphill

Perceived slant of middle  stretch    



When 1st and 3rd stretches are  strongly uphill  ( +3% )
and the center stretch slightly uphill (-1.5%)   
then center  stretch  is perceived  level

Perceived slant of center  stretch    



Montagnaga  (Italy)

4th    experiment  - Two flanking   roads



GREL

Perceived GREL

Perceived GREL

Downhill !

uphill

SREL

SREL

GREL = gravity-referenced eye level
SREL = surface-referenced eye level





Two flanking   roads  - no visible horizon

When flanking road  is  downh.  -3%  

The test road (downh. -1.5%)   is perceived  uphill  +1%



Two flanking   roads  - Horizon  on test  road

Test road   (-1.5%,   0,   +1.5%)  is  always perceived nearly level  

for any slope of the  flanking road.



Two flanking   roads  - Horizon  on flanking   road

When horizon is on flanking road (+3%)  this road is perc. level.

The test road   (uphill  +1.5% )  is   perceived downhill  - 1%.



The  tilted  frame  of  reference        (tilted ca 25°)  

THE  OREGON  VORTEX
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Tilted ca. 10 
°

Tilted  5.5° (now  
4°)




